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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is the predicted elapsed time between inherent failures of a system during operation? 

A. Mean time to recovery 

B. Mean time to repair 

C. Mean time between failures 

D. Mean down time 

Correct Answer: C 

Mean time between failures (MTBF) is the predicted elapsed time between inherent failures of a system during
operation. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following refers to an operating system that provides sufficient support for multilevel security and evidence
of correctness to meet a particular set of government requirements? 

A. Trusted OS 

B. Distributed operating system 

C. Network operating system 

D. Real time operating system 

Correct Answer: A 

Trusted Operating System (TOS) refers to an operating system that provides sufficient support for multilevel security
and evidence of correctness to meet a particular set of government requirements. 

The Common Criteria, combined with the Security Functional Requirements (SFRs) for Labeled Security Protection
Profile (LSPP) and Mandatory Access Control(MAC) is the most common set of criteria for trusted operating system
design. The Common Criteria is the outcome of a multi-year effort by the governments of the U.S., Canada. United
Kingdom, France, Germany- the Netherlands and other countries with an aim to develop a harmonized security criteria
for IT products. 

Answer option D is incorrect. A real-time operating system (RTOS) is an operating system used to serve real-time
application requests. It is an operating system that guarantees a certain capability within a specified time constraint. A
key characteristic of an RTOS is the level of its consistency concerning the amount of time it takes to accept and
complete an application s task. A real-time OS has an advanced algorithm for scheduling and is more frequently
dedicated to a narrow set of applications. Answer option C is incorrect. The network operating system (NOS) manages
resources on a network, offers services to one or more clients, and enables clients to access remote drives as if the
drives where on clients own computer. The functions provided by a network operating system are as follows: 

File and print sharing 

Account administration for users 
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Security 

Answer option B is incorrect. A distributed operating system is the logical aggregation of operating system software over
a collection of independent, networked, communicating, and spatially disseminated computational nodes. 

 

QUESTION 3

Juan realizes that more and more employees at his company are using smart phones. He wants to assess the risk
posed by these devices. Which of the following best describes the most significant risk from smart phones? 

A. Smart phones extend the network and introduce new attack vectors 

B. Smart phones can be a way for employees to steal data 

C. Smart phones pose no real additional risks 

D. Smart phones can be a distraction to employees 

Correct Answer: A 

Smart phones extend your network perimeter and introduce a new vector for malware to be introduced to your network. 

Answer option D is incorrect. While smart phones may be a distraction, that is not the primary risk from them. 

Answer option B is incorrect. While smart phones could be used to steal data, that is a less significant and less common
risk. 

Answer option C is incorrect. Smart phones do indeed pose new risks. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements are true about capability-based security? 

A. It is a concept in the design of secure computing systems, one of the existing security models. 

B. It is a computer security model based on the Actor model of computation. 

C. It is a scheme used by some computers to control access to memory. 

D. It is a concept in the design of secure computing systems. 

Correct Answer: D 

Capability-based security is a concept in the design of secure computing systems. A capability (known in some systems
as a key) is a communicable, unforgivable token of authority. It refers to a value that references an object along with an
associated set of access rights. A user program on a capability-based operating system must use a capability to access
an object. Capability-based security refers to the principle of designing user programs such that they directly share
capabilities with each other according to the principle of least privilege, and to the operating system infrastructure
necessary to make such transactions efficient and secure. 

Although most operating systems implement a facility which resembles capabilities, they typically do not provide enough
support to allow for the exchange of capabilities among possibly mutually untrusting entities to be the primary means of
granting and distributing access rights throughout the system. A capability-based system, in contrast, is designed with
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that goal in mind. Answer options B, C, and A are incorrect. These are not correct statements about capability-based
security. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which is the process of comparing the business processes and performance metrics including cost, cycle time,
productivity, or quality? 

A. Agreement 

B. Service Improvement Plan 

C. Benchmarking 

D. COBIT 

Correct Answer: C 

Benchmarking is also recognized as Best Practice Benchmarking or Process Benchmarking. It is a process used in
management and mostly useful for strategic management. It is the process of comparing the business processes and
performance metrics including cost, cycle time, productivity, or quality to another that is widely considered to be an
industry standard benchmark or best practice. It allows organizations to develop plans on how to implement best
practice with the aim of increasing some aspect of performance. 

Benchmarking might be a one-time event, although it is frequently treated as a continual process in which organizations
continually seek out to challenge their practices. It allows organizations to develop plans on how to make improvements
or adapt specific best practices, usually with the aim of increasing some aspect of performance. 

Answer option A is incorrect. COBIT stands for Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology. COBIT is a
set of best practices (framework) for information technology (IT) management created by the Information Systems Audit
and Control Association (ISACA), and the IT Governance Institute (ITGI) in 1996. COBIT provides managers, auditors,
and IT users with a set of generally accepted measures, indicators, processes, and best practices to assist them in
maximizing the benefits derived through the use of information technology and developing appropriate IT governance
and control in a company. 

Answer options B and D are incorrect. These are not valid options. 
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